Many classic methods have shown non-local self-similarity in natural images to be an effective prior for image restoration. However, it remains unclear and challenging to make use of this intrinsic property via deep networks. In this paper, we propose a non-local recurrent network (NLRN) as the first attempt to incorporate non-local operations into a recurrent neural network (RNN) for image restoration. The main contributions of this work are: (1) Unlike existing methods that measure self-similarity in an isolated manner, the proposed non-local module can be flexibly integrated into existing deep networks for end-to-end training to capture deep feature correlation between each location and its neighborhood. (2) We fully employ the RNN structure for its parameter efficiency and allow deep feature correlation to be propagated along adjacent recurrent states. This new design boosts robustness against inaccurate correlation estimation due to severely degraded images. (3) We show that it is essential to maintain a confined neighborhood for computing deep feature correlation given degraded images. This is in contrast to existing practice [43] that deploys the whole image. Extensive experiments on both image denoising and super-resolution tasks are conducted. Thanks to the recurrent non-local operations and correlation propagation, the proposed NLRN achieves superior results to state-of-the-art methods with many fewer parameters. The code is available at https://github.com/Ding-Liu/NLRN.
Introduction
Image restoration is an ill-posed inverse problem that aims at estimating the underlying image from its degraded measurements. Depending on the type of degradation, image restoration can be categorized into different sub-problems, e.g., image denoising and image super-resolution (SR). The key to successful restoration typically relies on the design of an effective regularizer based on image priors. Both local and non-local image priors have been extensively exploited in the past. Considering image denoising as an example, local image properties such as Gaussian filtering and total variation based methods [32] are widely used in early studies. Later on, the notion of self-similarity in natural images draws more attention and it has been exploited by non-local-based methods, e.g., non-local means [2] , collaborative filtering [8] , joint sparsity [28] , and low-rank modeling [16] . These non-local methods are shown to be effective in capturing the correlation among non-local patches to improve the restoration quality.
While non-local self-similarity has been extensively studied in the literature, approaches for capturing this intrinsic property with deep networks are little explored. Recent convolutional neural networks (CNNs) for image restoration [10, 21, 29, 51] achieve impressive performance over conventional approaches but do not explicitly use self-similarity properties in images. To rectify this weakness, a few studies [24, 31] apply block matching to patches before feeding them into CNNs. Nevertheless, the block matching step is isolated and thus not jointly trained with image restoration networks.
In this paper, we present the first attempt to incorporate non-local operations in CNN for image restoration, and propose a non-local recurrent network (NLRN) as an efficient yet effective network 32nd Conference on Neural Information Processing Systems (NIPS 2018), Montréal, Canada.
with non-local module. First, we design a non-local module to produce reliable feature correlation for self-similarity measurement given severely degraded images, which can be flexibly integrated into existing deep networks while embracing the benefit of end-to-end learning. For high parameter efficiency without compromising restoration quality, we deploy a recurrent neural network (RNN) framework similar to [22, 37, 38] such that operations with shared weights are applied recursively. Second, we carefully study the behavior of non-local operation in deep feature space and find that limiting the neighborhood of correlation computation improves its robustness to degraded images. The confined neighborhood helps concentrate the computation on relevant features in the spatial vicinity and disregard noisy features, which is in line with conventional image restoration approaches [8, 16] . In addition, we allow message passing of non-local operations between adjacent recurrent states of RNN. Such inter-state flow of feature correlation facilitates more robust correlation estimation. By combining the non-local operation with typical convolutions, our NLRN can effectively capture and employ both local and non-local image properties for image restoration.
It is noteworthy that recent work has adopted similar ideas on video classification [43] . However, our method significantly differs from it in the following aspects. For each location, we measure the feature correlation of each location only in its neighborhood, rather than throughout the whole image as in [43] . In our experiments, we show that deep features useful for computing non-local priors are more likely to reside in neighboring regions. A larger neighborhood (the whole image as one extreme) can lead to inaccurate correlation estimation over degraded measurements. In addition, our method fully exploits the advantage of RNN architecture -the correlation information is propagated among adjacent recurrent states to increase the robustness of correlation estimation to degradations of various degrees. Moreover, our non-local module is flexible to handle inputs of various sizes, while the module in [43] handles inputs of fixed sizes only.
We introduce NLRN by first relating our proposed model to other classic and existing non-local image restoration approaches in a unified framework. We thoroughly analyze the non-local module and recurrent architecture in our NLRN via extensive ablation studies. We provide a comprehensive comparison with recent competitors, in which our NLRN achieves state-of-the-art performance in image denoising and SR over several benchmark datasets, demonstrating the superiority of the non-local operation with recurrent architecture for image restoration.
Related Work
Image self-similarity as an important image characteristic has been used in a number of non-localbased image restoration approaches. The early works include bilateral filtering [40] and non-local means [2] for image denoising. Recent approaches exploit image self-similarity by imposing sparsity [28, 46] . Alternatively, similar image patches are modeled with low-rankness [16] , or by collaborative Wiener filtering [8, 49] . Neighborhood embedding is a common approach for image SR [5, 39] , in which each image patch is approximated by multiple similar patches in a manifold. Self-example based image SR approaches [15, 13] exploit the local self-similarity assumption, and extract LR-HR exemplar pairs merely from the low-resolution image across different scales to predict the high-resolution image. Similar ideas are adopted for image deblurring [9] .
Deep neural networks have been prevalent for image restoration. The pioneering works include a multilayer perceptron for image denoising [3] and a three-layer CNN for image SR [10] . Deconvolution is adopted to save computation cost and accelerate inference speed [36, 11] . Very deep CNNs are designed to boost SR accuracy in [21, 23, 25] . Dense connections among various residual blocks are included in [41] . Similarly CNN based methods are developed for image denoising in [29, 51, 52, 27] . Block matching as a preprocessing step is cascaded with CNNs for image denoising [24, 31] . Besides CNNs, RNNs have also been applied for image restoration while enjoying the high parameter efficiency [22, 37, 38] .
In addition to image restoration, feature correlations are widely exploited along with neural networks in many other areas, including graphical models [53, 4, 18] , relational reasoning [33] , machine translation [14, 42] and so on. We do not elaborate on them here due to the limitation of space.
Non-Local Operations for Image Restoration
In this section, we first present a unified framework of non-local operations used for image restoration methods, e.g., collaborative filtering [8] , non-local means [2] , and low-rank modeling [16] , and we discuss the relations between them. We then present the proposed non-local operation module.
A General Framework
In general, a non-local operation takes a multi-channel input X ∈ R N ×m as the image feature, and generates output feature Z ∈ R N ×k . Here N and m denote the number of image pixels and data channels, respectively. We propose a general framework with the following formulation:
Here, Φ(X) ∈ R N ×N is the non-local correlation matrix, and G(X) ∈ R N ×k is the multi-channel non-local transform. Each row vector X i denotes the local features in location i. Φ(X) j i represents the relationship between the X i and X j , and each row vector G(X) j is the embedding of X j . 1 The diagonal matrix diag{δ(X)} ∈ R N ×N normalizes the output at each i-th pixel with normalization factor δ i (X).
Classic Methods
The proposed framework works with various classic non-local methods for image restoration, including methods based on low-rankness [16] , collaborative filtering [8] , joint sparsity [28] , as well as non-local mean filtering [2] .
Block matching (BM) is a commonly used approach for exploiting non-local image structures in conventional methods [16, 8, 28] . A q × q spatial neighborhood is set to be centered at each location i, and X i reduces to the image patch centered at i. BM selects the K i most similar patches (K i q 2 ) from this neighborhood, which are used jointly to restore X i . Under the proposed non-local framework, these methods can be represented as
Here δ i (X) = j∈Ci Φ(X) j i and C i denotes the set of indices of the K i selected patches. Thus, each row Φ(X) i has only K i non-zero entries. The embedding G(X) and the non-zero elements vary for non-local methods based on different models. For example, in WNNM [16] , j∈Ci Φ(X) j i G(X) j corresponds to the projection of X i onto the group-specific subspace as a function of the selected patches. Specifically, the subspace for calculating Z i is spanned by the eigenvectors
, where diag{σ} is obtained by applying the shrinkage function associated with the weighted nuclear norm [16] to the eigenvalues of X T Ci X Ci . We show the generalization about more classic non-local image restoration methods in Section 7.
Except for the hard block matching, other methods, e.g., the non-local means algorithm [2] , apply soft block matching by calculating the correlation between the reference patch and each patch in the neighborhood. Each element Φ(X)
, where φ( · ) is determined by the distance metric. In [2] , weighted Euclidean distance with Gaussian kernel is applied as the metric, such that φ(
Besides, identity mapping is directly used as the embedding in [2] , i.e., G(X) j = X j . In this case, the non-local framework in (1) reduces to
,a /h 2 } and S i is the set of indices in the neighborhood of X i . Note that both a and h are constants, denoting the standard deviation of Gaussian kernel, and the degree of filtering, respectively [2] . It is noteworthy that the cardinality of S i for soft BM is much larger than that of C i for hard BM, which gives more flexibility of using feature correlations between neighboring locations.
The conventional non-local methods suffer from the drawback that parameters are either fixed [2] , or obtained by suboptimal approaches [8, 28, 16] , e.g., the parameters of WNNM are learned based on the low-rankness assumption, which is suboptimal as the ultimate objective is to minimize the image reconstruction error. Figure 1 : An illustration of our non-local module working on a single location. The white tensor denotes the deep feature representation of an entire image. The red fiber is the features of this location and the blue tensor denotes the features in its neighborhood. θ, ψ and g are implemented by 1 × 1 convolution followed by reshaping operations.
The Proposed Non-Local Module
Based on the general non-local framework in (1), we propose another soft block matching approach and apply the Euclidean distance with linearly embedded Gaussian kernel [43] as the distance metric. The linear embeddings are defined as follows:
The embedding transforms W θ , W φ , and W g are all learnable and have the shape of m × l, m × l, m × m, respectively. Thus, the proposed non-local operation can be written as [2] , to obtain Z i , we evaluate the correlation between X i and each X j in the neighborhood S i . More choices of φ(X i , X j ) are discussed in Section 5.
The proposed non-local operation can be implemented by common differentiable operations, and thus can be jointly learned when incorporated into a neural network. We wrap it as a non-local module by adding a skip connection, as shown in Figure 1 , since the skip connection enables us to insert a non-local module into any pre-trained model, while maintaining its initial behavior by initializing W g as zero. Such a module introduces only a limited number of parameters since θ, ψ and g are 1 × 1 convolutions and m = 128, l = 64 in practice. The output of this module on each location only depends on its q × q neighborhood, so this operation can work on inputs of various sizes.
Relation to Other Methods: Recent works have combined non-local BM and neural networks for image restoration [31, 24, 43] . Lefkimmiatis [24] proposed to first apply BM to noisy image patches. The hard BM results are used to group patch features, and a CNN conducts a trainable collaborative filtering over the matched patches. Qiao et al. [31] combined similar non-local BM with TNRD networks [7] for image denoising. However, as conventional methods [8, 28, 16] , these works [24, 31] conduct hard BM directly over degraded input patches, which may be inaccurate over severely degraded images. In contrast, our proposed non-local operation as soft BM is applied on learned deep feature representations that are more robust to degradation. Furthermore, the matching results in [24] are isolated from the neural network, similar to the conventional approaches, whereas the proposed non-local module is trained jointly with the entire network in an end-to-end manner.
Wang et al. [43] used similar approaches to add non-local operations into neural networks for highlevel vision tasks. However, unlike our approach, Wang et al. [43] calculated feature correlations throughout the whole image. which is equivalent to enlarging the neighborhood to the entire image in our approach. We empirically show that increasing the neighborhood size does not always improve image restoration performance, due to the inaccuracy of correlation estimation over degraded input images. Hence it is imperative to choose a neighborhood of a proper size to achieve best performance for image restoration. In addition, the non-local operation in [43] can only handle input images of fixed size, while our module in (6) is flexible to various image sizes. Finally, our non-local module, when incorporated into an RNN framework, allows the flow of correlation information between adjacent states to enhance robustness against inaccurate correlation estimation. This is a new unique formulation to deal with degraded images. More details are provided next. 
Non-Local Recurrent Network
In this section, we describe the RNN architecture that incorporates the non-local module to form our NLRN. We adopt the common formulation of an RNN, which consists of a set of states, namely, input state, output state and recurrent state, as well as transition functions among the states. The input, output, and recurrent states are represented as x, y and s respectively. At each time step t, an RNN receives an input x t , and the recurrent state and the output state of the RNN are updated recursively as follows:
where f input , f output , and f recurrent are reused at every time step. In our NLRN, we set the following:
• s 0 is a function of the input image I. • x t = 0, ∀t ∈ {1, . . . , T }, and f input (0) = 0.
• The output state y t is calculated only at the time T as the final output. We add an identity path from the very first state which helps gradient backpropagation during training [37] , and a residual path of the deep feature correlation between each location and its neighborhood from the previous state. Hence, s t = {s t feat , s t corr }, and s t = f recurrent (s t−1 , s 0 ), ∀t ∈ {1, . . . , T }, where s t feat denotes the feature map in time t and s t corr is the collection of deep feature correlation. For the transition function f recurrent , a non-local module is first adopted and is followed by two convolutional layers, before the feature s 0 is added from the identity path. The weights in the non-local module are shared across recurrent states just as convolutional layers, so our NLRN still keeps high parameter efficiency as a whole. An illustration is displayed in Figure 2 .
It is noteworthy that inside the non-local module, the feature correlation for location i from the previous state, s t−1 corr,i , is added to the estimated feature correlation in the current state before the softmax normalization, which enables the propagation of correlation information between adjacent states for more robust correlation estimation. The details can be found in Figure 3 . The initial state s 0 is set as the feature after a convolutional layer on the input image. f output is represented by another single convolutional layer. All layers have 128 filters with 3 × 3 kernel size except for the non-local module. Batch normalization and ReLU activation function are performed ahead of each convolutional layer following [19] . We adopt residual learning and the output of NLRN is the residual imageÎ = f output (s T ) when NLRN is unfolded T times. During training, the objective is to minimize the mean square error L(Î,Ĩ) = 1 2 ||Î + I −Ĩ|| 2 , whereĨ denotes the ground truth image.
Relation to Other RNN Methods: Although RNNs have been adopted for image restoration before, our NLRN is the first to incorporate non-local operations into an RNN framework with correlation propagation. DRCN [22] recursively applies a single convolutional layer to the input feature map multiple times without the identity path from the first state. DRRN [37] applies both the identity path and the residual path in each state, but without non-local operations, and thus there is no correlation information flow across adjacent states. MemNet [38] builds dense connections among several types of memory blocks, and weights are shared in the same type of memory blocks but are different across various types. Compared with MemNet, our NLRN has an efficient yet effective RNN structure with shallower effective depth and fewer parameters, but obtains better restoration performance, which is shown in Section 5 in detail. [29, 38] . In addition, we evaluate our NLRN on the Urban100 dataset [20] , which contains abundant structural patterns and textures, to further demonstrate the capability of using image self-similarity of our NLRN. The training set and test set are strictly disjoint and all the images are converted to gray-scale in each experiment setup. For image SR, we follow [21, 37, 38] and use a training set of 291 images where 91 images are proposed in [48] and other 200 are from the BSD train set. We adopt four benchmark sets: Set5 [1] , Set14 [50] , BSD100 [30] and Urban100 [20] for testing with three upscaling factors: ×2, ×3 and ×4. The low-resolution images are synthesized by bicubic downsampling.
Training Settings: We randomly sample patches whose size equals the neighborhood of non-local operation from images during training. We use flipping, rotation and scaling for augmenting training data. For image denoising, we add independent and identically distributed Gaussian noise with zero mean to the original image as the noisy input during training. We train a different model for each noise level. For image SR, only the luminance channel of images is super-resolved, and the other two color channels are upscaled by bicubic interpolation, following [21, 22, 37] . Moreover, the training images for all three upscaling factors: ×2, ×3 and ×4 are upscaled by bicubic interpolation into the desired spatial size and are combined into one training set. We use this set to train one single model for all these three upscaling factors as in [21, 37, 38] .
We use Adam optimizer to minimize the loss function. We set the initial learning rate as 1e-3 and reduce it by half five times during training. We use Xavier initialization for the weights. We clip the gradient at the norm of 0.5 to prevent the gradient explosion which is shown to empirically accelerate training convergence, and we adopt 16 as the minibatch size during training. Training a model takes about 3 days with a Titan Xp GPU. For non-local module, we use circular padding for the neighborhood outside input patches. For convolution, we pad the boundaries of feature maps with zeros to preserve the spatial size of feature maps.
Model Analysis
In this section, we analyze our model in the following aspects. First, we conduct the ablation study of using different distance metrics in the non-local module. Table 1 compares instantiations including Euclidean distance, dot product, embedded dot product, Gaussian, symmetric embedded Gaussian and embedded Gaussian when used in NLRN of 12 unfolded steps. Embedded Gaussian achieves the best performance and is adopted in the following experiments.
We compare the NLRN with its variants in terms of PSNR in Table 2 . We have a few observations. First, the same model with untied weights performs worse than its weight-sharing counter-part. We speculate that the model with untied weights is prone to model over-fitting and suffers much slower training convergence, both of which undermine its performance. To investigate the function of nonlocal modules, we implement a baseline RNN with the same parameter number of NLRN, and find it is worse than NLRN by about 0.2 dB, showing the advantage of using non-local image properties for image restoration. Besides, we implement NLRNs where non-local module is used in every other state or every three states, and observe that if the frequency of using non-local modules in NLRN is reduced, the performance decreases accordingly. We show the benefit of propagating correlation information among adjacent states by comparing with the counter-part in terms of restoration accuracy.
To further analyze the non-local module, we visualize the feature correlation maps for non-local operations in Figure 4 . It can be seen that as the number of recurrent states increases, the locations with similar features progressively show higher correlations in the map, which demonstrates the effectiveness of the non-local module for exploiting image self-similarity. Figure 5 investigates the influence of the neighborhood size in the non-local module on image denoising results. The performance peaks at q = 45. This shows that limiting the neighborhood helps concentrate the correlation calculation on relevant features in the spatial vicinity and enhance correlation estimation. Therefore, it is necessary to choose a proper neighborhood size (rather than the whole image) for image restoration. We select q = 45 for the rest of this paper unless stated otherwise.
The unrolling length T determines the maximum effective depth (i.e., maximum number of convolutional layers) of NLRN. The influence of the unrolling length on image denoising results is shown in Figure 6 . The performance increases as the unrolling length rises, but gets saturated after T = 12.
Given the tradeoff between restoration accuracy and inference time, we adopt T = 12 for NLRN in all the experiments.
Comparisons with State-of-the-Art Methods
We compare our proposed model with a number of recent competitors for image denoising and image SR, respectively. PSNR and SSIM [44] are adopted for measuring quantitative restoration performance.
Image Denoising: For a fair comparison with other methods based on deep networks, we train our model under two settings: (1) We use the training data as in TNRD [7] , DnCNN [51] and NLNet [24] , and the result is shown in Table 4 . We cite the result of NLNet in the original paper [24] , since no public code or model is available. (2) We use the training data as in RED [29] and MemNet [38] , and the result is shown in Table 5 . We note that RED uses multi-view testing [45] to boost the restoration accuracy, i.e., RED processes each test image as well as its rotated and flipped versions, and all the outputs are then averaged to form the final denoised image. Accordingly, we perform the same procedure for NLRN and find its performance, termed as NLRN-MV, is consistently improved. In addition, we include recent non-deep-learning based methods: BM3D [8] and WNNM [16] in our comparison. We do not list other methods [54, 3, 47, 6, 52] whose average performances are worse than DnCNN or MemNet. Our NLRN significantly outperforms all the competitors on Urban100 and yields the best results across almost all the noise levels and datasets.
To further show the advantage of the network design of NLRN, we compare different versions of NLRN with several state-of-the-art network models, i.e., DnCNN, RED and MemNet in Table 3 . NLRN uses the fewest parameters but outperforms all the competitors. Specifically, NLRN benefits Table 5 : Benchmark image denoising results. Training and testing protocols are followed as in [38] . Average PSNR/SSIM for various noise levels on 14 images, BSD200 and Urban100. Red is the best and blue is the second best performance. from inherent parameter sharing and uses only less than 1/10 parameters of RED. Compared with the RNN competitor, MemNet, NLRN uses only half of parameters and much shallower depth to obtain better performance, which shows the superiority of our non-local recurrent architecture.
Image Super-Resolution: We compare our model with several recent SISR approaches, including SRCNN [10] , VDSR [21] , DRCN [22] , LapSRN [23] , DRRN [37] and MemNet [38] in Table 6 . We crop pixels near image borders before calculating PSNR and SSIM as in [10, 35, 21, 22] . We do not list other methods [20, 35, 26, 36, 17] since their performances are worse than that of DRRN or MemNet. Besides, we do not include SRDenseNet [41] and EDSR [25] in the comparison because the number of parameters in these two network models is over two orders of magnitude larger than that of our NLRN and their training datasets are significantly larger than ours. It can be seen that NLRN yields the best result across all the upscaling factors and datasets. Visual results are provided in Section 7.
Conclusion
We have presented a new and effective recurrent network that incorporates non-local operations for image restoration. The proposed non-local module can be trained end-to-end with the recurrent network. We have studied the importance of computing reliable feature correlations within a confined neighorhood against the whole image, and have shown the benefits of passing feature correlation messages between adjacent recurrent stages. Comprehensive evaluations over benchmarks for image denoising and super-resolution demonstrate the superiority of NLRN over existing methods.
Appendix

Extension of the General Framework to Other Classic Non-Local Methods
Besides the extension to WNNM and non-local means, which are discussed in Section 3.1, we show the proposed non-local framework (1) can be extended to collaborative filtering methods, e.g., BM3D algorithm [8] , as well as joint sparsity based methods, e.g., LSSC algorithm [28] . We follow the same notations in Section 3.1. Both BM3D and LSSC apply block matching (BM) first before processing, and form N groups of similar patches into data matrices. The index set of the matched patches for the i-th reference patch is denoted as C i . The group of matched patches for the i-th reference patch is denoted as X Ci .
Similar to WNNM [16] , BM3D [8] also applies BM first to group similar patches based on their Euclidean distances. The matched patches are then processed via Wiener filtering [8] , and the denoised results of the i-th group of patches are
Here τ (·) and τ −1 (·) denote the forward and backward Wiener filtering applied to the groups of matched patches, respectively. The diagonal matrix diag(ω) is formed by the empirical Wiener coefficients ω. BM3D applies data pre-cleaning, using discrete cosine transform (DCT), to estimate the original patch, and calculate the estimate of ω [8] . Since calculating Z Ci in (8) involves only linear filtering, it can also be generalized using the proposed non-local framework as (2) . Unlike the extension to WNNM, here j∈Ci Φ(X) j i G(X) j corresponds to the denoised results via Wiener filtering as shown in (8), of the i-th group of matched patches.
Different from BM3D and WNNM, LSSC learns a common dictionary D for all image patches, and imposes joint sparsity [28] on each data matrix of matched patches X Ci , so that the correlation of the matched patches are exploited by enforcing the same support of their sparse codes. Thus, the joint sparse coding in LSSC [28] becomeŝ
where the (0, ∞) "norm" · 0,∞ counts the number of non-zero columns of each sparse code matrix A i [28] , and |C i | is the cardinality of C i . The coefficient is a constant, which is used to upper bound the sparse modeling errors. In general, the solution to (9) is NP-hard. To simplify the discussion, we assume the dictionary to be unitary (which reduces the sparse coding problem to the transform-model sparse coding [46] ), i.e., D T D = I and D ∈ R k×k . Thus there exists a corresponding shrinkage function η(·) for imposing joint sparsity on the sparse codes [28, 34] , such that the denoised estimates of the i-th patch group can be obtained as
Though joint sparse coding projects all data onto a union of subspaces [28, 12, 46] which is a non-linear operation in general, each data matrix X Ci is projected onto one particular subspace spanned by the selected atoms corresponding to the non-zero columns inÂ i , which is locally linear. For the i-th group of patches, such a subspace projection corresponds to j∈Ci Φ(X) j i G(X) j in the proposed general framework.
Visual Results
We show the visual comparison of our NLRN and several competing methods: BM3D [8] , WNNM [16] , and MemNet [38] for image denoising in Figure 7 . Our method can recover more details from the noisy measurement. The visual comparison of our NLRN and several recent methods: DRCN [22] , LapSRN [23] , DRRN [37] , and MemNet [38] for image super-resolution is displayed in Figure 8 . Our method is able to reconstruct sharper edges and produce fewer artifacts especially in the regions of repetitive patterns. 3) image 019 in Urban100. 4) image 033 in Urban100. 5) image 046 in Urban100.
